YES, I'D LIKE TO HELP OUT WITH HARVEST CELEBRATION 2010!

My contact information is:

Name_______________________________________ Phone _____________________________

Child/Teacher ________________________________ Email ______________________________

I can't be there on the day, but contact me to help with supplies before.__________
I'd like to prepare a salad, dessert or other item for the hospitality table.__________

Please circle the time you are available to help:

Set Up 7:30 - 8:15
Shift One/AM approx 8:50 - 11:30
Shift Two/PM approx 11:30-2:10
Clean Up 1:30 - 2:30

*Shift times to be finalized. Actual shift may be slightly shorter.

2010 Stations may include (please circle one if you have a preference):

- Vegetable Soup
- Nutrition Talk
- Popcorn/butter/corn
- Apple Tasting
- Organic Gardening and compost
- Birding (assist visiting expert)
- Curly Fries
- Apple Sauce
- Beekeeper (assist visiting expert)

We need to borrow the following equipment to prepare the food. Please make sure your name is on the equipment. Please email the Harvest Team if you can loan us these items. Pick up after Harvest.

I can lend:

apple corer/peelers (for potato curls) _________ deep fryers__________ hot plates__________
gas burners__________ heavy duty extension cords__________ cutting boards__________
popcorn poppers__________

Please return this to the PTA via backpack.
Thank you for your support and participation!